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Hardware Solutions Builders (HASOUB)

Established in Jeddah, Saudi Arabia – 2004. Hardware Solutions
Builders (HASOUB) is a comprehensive IT solutions provider that offers
relevant cutting-edge technologies to enhance and optimize
business capabilities within Kingdom and rest of Middle East.

HASOUB prides itself with a growing number of clients from different
market sectors that enjoy an improved value streams in their
respective fields of business.

HASOUB has grown over the years, carving a consistent and
impressive record of business growth. Today, HASOUB is among
the top 10 systems integrators in the local market.
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VISION
“To be the major force in innovative IT solutions
and be the topmost system integrator in
MENA region”

MISSION
“Our mission is to provide innovative and
integrated IT solutions to MENA business
clients, delivering their expectations through
highly
qualified
individuals,
credible
experiences, and top quality services”

OBJECTIVES
• To be the industry leader in IT services
in the Kingdom and the whole of the
Middle East region.
• Providing innovative, efficient, and
cost-effective solutions to client
issues and concerns.
• Focus on enabling employees to
attain advanced knowledge and
skills through continues training
programs to meet client’s specific
needs.
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the group
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THE GROUP
HASOUB holds number of companies; each one delivers unique new experiences to daily
business needs.
ASSIST is an IT and media design firm that develops on-line marketing systems
and business applications software tailored to the needs of medium size or
large companies
Maktab provides instant access to an extensive range of office products
with its secure website (www.maktab.com) that offers maximum control over
on-line purchases.
Mega Tools offers quality equipment needed in large building constructions
and small to medium size workshop projects via its secured website (www.
megatools.com).
In addition, HASOUB is a subsidiary of a group of companies that are involved in different
markets under a common administration.
BT Applied Technology provides systems integration and integrated
infrastructure technology, covering such areas as solutions development,
R&D project customization, project management, material procurement
and logistics.
Mubadra specializes in business intelligence solutions, offering a full range
of services like re-engineering process, ERP application, implementation,
and workflow analysis.
DSP specializes in the growing regulation of smart building operation.
Services provided include IP service, sales, marketing, onsite operation,
intendance and call centre operation.
ATC performs projects based on international standards & client requirements
to create safe and professional work environment and after sales services.
Accurate.Total.Control.

BT Advanced Operations & Maintenance (BTAM) provides comprehensive
Operations & Maintenence solutions for IT and Low Current Systems available
on multi-disciplinary projects.
MeMega is an on-line and off-line technology one-stop shop that offers
latest top-of-the-line gadgets, multimedia equipment, among other quality
products to all levels of target market.
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STRENGTHS AND CORE
COMPETENCIES
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Strategic Business Units
HASOUB is composed of four Strategic Business Units (SBU) that
provide highly specialized and technical services. These business
units include Enterprise, Distribution, Networking, and Mechatronics.
Each SBU has its own portfolio of products and qualified team
that consists of business unit managers, pre-sales staff, product
managers, engineers, and coordinators.
From

the

design,

supply,

installation,

commissioning

and

maintenance of new systems, to the upgrade, support and
management of existing systems in different activity sectors,
HASOUB’s portfolio of solutions is one of the most comprehensive in
the industry.
We offer our customers a single point of contact by covering a wide
range of IT solutions and technologies with credible experiences
to meet local needs and deliver customized solutions. This is our
signature quality that has consistently distinguished our services
and garnered our clients’ professional trust.
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1 Distribution Business Unit
HASOUB distributions is a leading regional supplier of data communications
infrastructure products, electrical and electronics wire and cable, and IT/electronics
accessories components. We help our customers specify solutions and make
informed decisions regarding the current technologies, applications and standards.
Throughout the region, we provide creative supply chain management services to
reduce our customers’ total cost of implementation.

2 Mechatronics Business Unit
The Mechatronics BU is composed of two major technology sections: Low Current
Technologies and Electromechanical Technologies. Both sections handle physical
security, access control, CCTV, fire alarm, firefighting, precession cooling, home &
Offices Audio/Video solutions, UPS, power generator, and Solar Systems & energy
savings solutions.
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3 IP Services Business Unit
The IP Services BU covers a wide range of IP solutions, including Network Infrastructure,
Information System Security, Unified Communications, Digital Signage, Video
Conferencing, IPTV systems, IP Video Surveillance, Mobility & Wireless solutions. IP
Services comprises highly skilled and qualified number of engineers who have deep
insight knowledge and experiences in multi-vendor technologies such as Cisco,
Juniper, HP, Aruba, Polycom, etc.

4 Enterprise Business Unit
The Enterprise BU is Certified Enterprise Architecture Partner in the Emerging Market
Commercial – EMEA – covering the corporate, government, and medium market
segments. The company has certified sales team, engineers, and technicians that
handle a very active and demanding type of technologies and solutions like Servers,
Storage, Backup, PC, Laptop, Printers, Scanners, SW licenses, among other things.
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BUSINESS PARTNERS
HASOUB is always proud to work with the “best of breed” in the field of IT solutions. Through close
relations with technology providers, the company is able to demonstrate committed partnership
in the business. It also shows HASOUB’s ability to offer a timely, relevant and efficient services to its
clients.
The following figures, demonstrates the business partners in different technologies

1

Distribution

2

Mechatronics

Digital Energy
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3

IP Services
CE GO
RT LD
IF
IE
D

4 Enterprise
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HASOUB Workforce
The information technology industry is one of the most advanced
and rapidly developing industries today. A particularly high level
of personnel is required to ensure that customers are properly
counseled on the selection of equipment and applications, and
that adequate support is provided before, during and after delivery.
HASOUB technical and support staff undergo periodic training, and
they are duly certified in their areas of specialization. Sales, Presales and after-sale support teams are certified in products and
solutions by CISCO, DELL, HP, Microsoft, Lexmark, Edwards, Lenel
,Tyco, SYSTIMAX and other prominent names in the IT and Buildings
industry. HASOUB – also – emphasizes IT professional certifications
like PMO, ITIL, Datacenter facility design to enhance its workforce to
a higher professional level.
This is reflected in the quality of people employed by HASOUB, and
by the emphasis placed on the need for continuous education
and training programs. HASOUB Management and Organizational
structure were built to focus on customer relationship and customer
satisfaction.
As result of management strategy, HASOUB’s workforce has increased
more than 71 percent between year 2010 and year 2012.
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Geographical COVERAGE
In the heart of business area inside JEDDAH-KSA HASOUB headquarter is located, with
a wide coverage of the whole Kingdom, complete services branches are located
in RIYADH-KSA Capital, as well as DAMMAM, & MEDINA. Responding to the increasing
market HASOUB EGYPT branch as well as JORDON in AMMAN since 2009. In addition
to procurement offices in BOSTON-USA and Hong Kong.
Maintaining the growth momentum & expansion currently in the process of establishing
setup for QATAR-DOHA as well as CASABLANCA-MOROCCO.

KSA

JORDAN

EGYPT

LIBYA

MOROCCO

QATAR

USA

BAHRAIN

HONGKONG

Riyadh
Jeddah
Madina
Dammam

Amman

Cairo

Tripoli

Casablanca

Doha

Boston

Bahrain

Hongkong
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Supply Chain
HASOUB maintains warehouses in KSA, Jordan, Egypt, and Lybia, with additional
warehouses to be established in Qatar, Bahrain, and Morocco. There are 4 major
warehouses in KSA: Riyadh, Jeddah, Madinah, and Dahran.
HASOUB’s warehouse in Jeddah has 12,000 m2 storage space, and it is managed as
per international standards and equipped with the required technology in warehouse
management.

HASOUB has its own transportation fleet. Pick-up vehicles and cargoes of different
sizes are equipped with geographic tracking system in delivering equipments to
customers.
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Service Center
HASOUB has four main service centers covering the main regions of the Kingdom.
They are as follows:
• Jeddah Professional Support Center
• Riyadh Professional Support Center
• Khobar Professional Support Center
• Medina Professional Support Center
The company uses six mobile service centers throughout the Kingdom, as needed.
The following map shows their locations:
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The service centers can be reached through one unified Toll-free number
(800-244-4357).

These service centers use a CRM system to keep complete record of clients
containing all their information, including:
• Contact details			
• Opening cases/tickets
• Following up cases			
• Under warranty cases
• Misuse cases, along with other information

These information allow the tracking of full history of clients and provide them with
services that satisfy their expectations.
The CRM system is connected with the company website (www.HASOUB.com) which
allow customers to obtain online updates on their CRM cases, and to allows HASOUB
management to monitor the supplied services and ensures client needs are met.
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SERVICES AND SOLUTIONS
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services & solutions

SERVICES
HASOUB offers client a wide range of
services, including:
Systems Integration

Pre-Staging

		
		
		
		
		
		

Pre-staging is one of the key factor in HASOUB’s
project cycle. It is where electricity, network
infrastructure and cabinets are set in place
prior to hosting IT components on the clients’
side.

Systems integration boosts
efficiency and increased
delivery value for clients and
their customers. Using a
single IP-based network
radically treamlines planning,

installation and operation of all services
needed to run a modern development. A
unified system entails that clients are no longer
reliant on different contractors with different
schedules.

Consultation
HASOUB offers consultation and feasibility
studies for mega projects that based on
integrated solutions.
The pre-staging cuts down engineering cost
especially for remote sites, and speeds up
project delivery.

Design
		HASOUB provides design

		
		
		
		
		
		
partners.

service through specialized
engineers, designers, and
draftmen who are highly
trained and skilled with
international experience and
supported by Technology

Delivery
Being HASOUB having its own transportation
fleet, empower it with more control to manage
the delivery process.

Installation, Testing and
Commissioning
		
Installation and testing
		
services are important
		
elements for systems
		
integrators HASOUB has the
		
highly skilled and trained
		
engineers who are
		empowered with
tremendous experiences, which insure
achieving the project and clients objectives.

HASOUB is geared towards handling mega
projects, and is equipped to meet all type of
challenges in terms of tight timeframe, stateof-the-art systems, and other factors within
allocated budget.
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HASOUB understand the After Sales potential
that give it competitive advantage. Customers
expect a high-quality customer service,
especially as they focus on getting good value
for their money, as well as, they are willing to
spend more with those that deliver the best.
This is the reason of implementing four main
service centers in the main cityis and another
6 mobile branches distributed around the
Kingdom. All these centers are equipped with
integrated CRM system, call center, spare
parts, tools, and trained employees,

Warranty and Maintenance
Management is crucial for a wide assortment
of industries, and it can have a direct impact
customer perceive brands. Warranties provide
assurance against defective products that
fails to perform satisfactorily over the warranty
period. This assurance reduces risks associated
with purchase of the product.
HASOUB offers a comprehensive warranty and
maintenance management services that
tackles of these issues and ensures a smooth
supply chain.

Project Management
PRO-EXPRESS

Looking for a way to stay ahead of the pack
in today’s competitive and chaotic global
economy, companies are turning to project
management to consistently deliver business
results.
Implementing project management across
HASOUB helps create a strategic value chain
that gives companies an edge on their
competitors, particularly in high-risk sectors
and markets. Being able to deliver projects
on time and within budget often determines
whether a company will get the next job or
whether its new product hits the market.

Pro-Express is the result of a joint venture
between HASOUB and GE. Pro-Express is a
Network of Service points in Riyadh, KSA.
HASOUB-GE Security Pro–Express offers easy
access to a select range of state-of-the-art
security products, and technical support &
advice. This service points provide dedicated
demo facilities, and are staffed with seasoned
security professionals.

Customer Service and Authorized
Service Center
After sales service is an integral part of
HASOUBs’ sales strategy. A good After Sales
service can with its excellence help you gain
market share, reduce after-sales related
overheads on products and services sold and
most important of all key to customer retention.
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SOLUTIONS
Datacenter Facility Preparation
Solutions

Billing IP Services Solutions
Out-of-box application has been developed
and customized to be an added value
solution integrated with IP telephony system.
Our IPT Billing application is a fully fledged call
accounting System designed, while keeping
the idea in mind to fulfill the needs of
comprehensive call accounting system in
various business areas that can be deployed
virtually in any market sector
including
institutions, hospitality, medical, education,
financial, enterprise, and call centers and
telemarketing agencies.
The application is an industrial strength,
fast and reliable call accounting system
for those who are looking for hard hitting
solution.

		
HASOUB’s team of
		
specialists provides design,
		construction, and
		
maintenance for Datacenter
		
Facilities, which is vital to
		
success of any project as
		
a datacenter serves as
central file storage wherein data and
information are managed. Using international
industry standards and recommendations,
HASOUB ensures this critical part of its service
conforms with clients’ requirements and core
business activities.

Structure Cabling and Infrastructure
Solutions

IPTV and Video-On Demand Solutions

It is one of the most commonly overlooked, but
most important parts of network infrastructure.
Without proper cabling your network can
not run at its full potential. Even with the best
equipment in place, improper data cabling
can cause network problems like increased
latency, unnecessary packet retransmission
that causes network congestion, data
corruption, and crosstalk to name a few.
Improve productivity, reduce costs, and
increase flexibility with a properly planned and
implemented structured cabling solution from
HASOUB.

		
This is a system through
		
which Internet television
		
services are delivered using
		
the architecture and
		
networking methods of the
		
Internet Protocol Suite over a
		packet-switched network
infrastructure.

Video Conference Solutions
Videoconferencing is a set of
telecommunication technologies that allows
two or more parties to communicate by
simultaneous two-way video and audio
transmissions.

IP Telephony Solutions
This particular service includes
family of technologies,
methodologies,communication
protocols, and transmission
techniques for the delivery of
voice communication and
multimedia sessions over
Internet Protocol (IP) networks, such as the
Internet. Other terms often used synonymously
with VoIP are IP telephony, Internet telephony,
voice over broadband (VoBB), broadband
telephony, and broadband phone.
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Master Clock

Enterprise Solutions

		
A master clock is a precision
		
clock that provides timing
		
signals to synchronize slave
		
clocks as part of a clock
		
network. The master clock is
		
controlled by an accurate
		
quartz
crystal
oscillator,
usually referenced to an external frequency
standard such as MSF, which is part of a
worldwide timekeeping system.

Enterprise Solutions provide for a scalable,
easy to manage solution to providing business
management and information accessibility for
internal and external clients. Enterprise solutions
deal with the problem of providing information
to clients both externally and internally.

Physical security solutions
		Closed-Circuit Television
		
(CCTV) is the use of video
		
cameras to transmit a signal
		
to a specific place, on a
		
limited set of monitors.
		
Effective security starts with
		understanding the
principles involved. Simply going through
the motions of applying some memory set
of procedures isn’t sufficient in a world where
today’s “best practices” are tomorrow’s security
failures.

Wireless Communication Solutions
Network Wireless Communication System offers
the most innovative network infrastructure
solutions that enabling you to deliver ultra-high
speed connectivity between distributed sites
and centralized points.
Wireless technology not only provides another
approach to solve existing challenges, it
can deliver new capabilities not possible or
practical with other methods.

IT security is a fast-moving field, and knowing
how to perform the actions necessary for
accepted practices isn’t enough to ensure
the best security possible for your systems.

Network Security Solutions
		
Network Security Solutions
		
enable business to be
		
conducted securely and
		
privately even
over
		
the Internet and over local
		
network as well.
		Comprehensive information
security should be compromise as well as
products and solutions in the IT security field
that can comply with the highest levels
of confidentiality, and is based on the
organization’s strategic considerations and its
structure.

Among the most basic of security concepts
are access control and intrusion detection
solutions.
Working
with
comprehensive
integrated solution, ensures the integrity of
three core elements of IT security; identification,
authentication, and authorization.
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Fire Alarm and Firefighting Solutions

Solar and energy Savings solutions

		
An automatic fire alarm
		
system is designed to detect
		
the unwanted presence of
		
fire by monitoring
		
environmental changes
		
associated with combustion
		
and associated systems to
control the spread of fire and smoke.

		
Green building brings
		
together a vast array of
		
practices, techniques, and
		
skills to reduce and
		
ultimately eliminate the
		
impacts of buildings on
		
the environment and human
health. It often emphasizes taking advantage
of renewable resources, e.g., using sunlight
through passive solar, active solar, and
photovoltaic.

Home and Office Audio Video solutions
		
HASOUB delivers the only
		
complete control and
		
connectivity solution for every
		
room, every application
		
and every budget. Every
		
product features is
		connected
and seamlessly integrated. Using any Mac or
PC, software provides real-time remote control
and management of all rooms, devices and
subsystems such as AV, lighting and HVAC.

HASOUB is working on fundamental principles
persist from which the method is derived in to
Energy Efficiency,
Materials Efficiency, Indoor Environmental
Quality Enhancement and Operations and
Maintenance Optimization,
The essence of green building is an optimization
of one or more of these principles. Also, with
the proper synergistic design, individual green
building technologies may work together to
produce a greater cumulative effect.

Every room and each device is simply another
node on the network throughout the building,
across the campus or around the globe. From
infrastructure to interfaces,
HASOUB offers the power of total integrated
control and connectivity on a single platform
throughout the entire facility.
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YOUR SYSTEMS INTE
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EGRATOR PARTNER

HASOUB specializes in building IT solutions
for clients by combining hardware and
software products and subsystems
from multiple vendors, making sure
these subsystems function together in
compliance with customers’ requirements
and expectations.
With HASOUB serving as a systems
integrator, clients can align inexpensive,
pre-configured components and offthe-shelf software to meet key business
goals, as opposed to more expensive,
customized
implementations
that
may require original programming or
manufacture of unique components.
The following points highlight the position
of HASOUB as systems integrator.
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HASOUB STRENGTH COMPETENCIES
AS A SYSTEM INTEGRATOR
Project Management Life Cycle

HASOUB complies with PMI standards and guidelines, going through; we are a projectized
organizational structure.
Project initiation stage sets up the objectives and sees preparation of the Statement of Work (SOW)
with solid business case to have a complete project charter.
The planning process ensures the creation of a project management plan, which contains, but
not limited to the following elements: scope baseline, schedule baseline, cost baseline, quality
service maintenance by applying control chart, statistical sampling & presaging. All risks are
registered and updated with a comprehensive risk response plan.
The execution stage schedules equipment use to keep track of the baseline and revise the
schedule when needed and compress schedule by either fast tracking or crashing. Team
performance assessment, information dissemination, applying communication management
plan, and keeping project documents updated are performed at this point.
Monitoring & controlling stage ensures the submission of report performance and the performing
of variance & trend analysis, inspections & audits, quality control measurement, validating
deliverable and changes, reviewing recommended change, Risk reassessment and audit is a
major success criteria at this point.
Closing phase requires reviewing and archiving of all project documents such as success criteria,
critical criteria, corrective & preventive actions in pursuit of addressing customer satisfaction.
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Partnering with Lead
technology providers

Solutions diversity
With HASOUB’s four strategic business units,
the company can meet clients’ specific
requirements and enables it to cover a wide
range of IT solutions (i.e. networking, physical
security, safety, enterprise, infrastructure, etc.)
at lower cost and speed of service.

HASOUB has been guided by a philosophy
on working with the “best of breed” business
partners in IT solutions and technology.
Management strategy focuses on customer
orientation and satisfaction.
Variety in business partners gives HASOUB the
flexible in meeting different market demands,
thereby increasing the company’s customer
base.

Credibility (Experiences)
Over the years, HASOUB has accomplished
many huge projects on different scales,
enabling it to gain invaluable experience in
IT solutions and technologies. This experience
also earns HASOUB the credibility to provide
the customers with innovative solutions that
can deliver real benefits and measurable
results.

Certified team
HASOUB staff undergo periodic training, and
are duly certified in their areas of specialization.
Sales, Pre-sales and after-sale teams are
certified in products and solutions as well as
other IT professional trainings.

Group model and support
The HASOUB group of companies contributes
to the full service life cycle of IT business, where
one of member company offers its expertise on
operation, while another on design, another
one provides support and maintenance, and
so on. This business strategy enables HASOUB
to meet clients’ requirements despite the size
or complexity of a project.
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AWARDS AND
PRESS RELEASE
HASOUB	
  -‐	
  ACN	
  Top	
  50	
  
Year	
  2007	
  	
  
ACN	
  Top	
  50	
  -‐	
  the	
  deﬁni2ve	
  list	
  of	
  the	
  most	
  powerful	
  enterprise	
  
players	
  in	
  the	
  Middle	
  East.	
  The	
  list	
  includes	
  vendors,	
  distributors,	
  
integrators	
  and	
  service	
  providers	
  that	
  operate	
  in	
  the	
  region.	
  

	
  

October	
  2008	
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October
	
   	
  	
  	
  	
   2009
	
  
	
  	
  

ACN	
  TOP	
  10	
  Integrators	
  2009	
  choose	
  HASOUB	
  	
  
to	
  be	
  Part	
  of	
  the	
  best	
  integrator	
  in	
  the	
  Middle	
  
East.	
  

The award comes in the wake
of the group developing the
Middle East’s largest converged
IP network, with close to 65,000
IP service outlets in a closed
complex for King Abdulaziz
Endowment Project.
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honored CLIENTS

ARAMCO
King Fahd University of Petroleum & Minerals
King Faisal University
Dammam University
Al-SAAD
Chamber of Commerce
Saudi Post
General Intelligence Directorate
Border Guard
HSBC
Inma Bank
Arab National Bank
NGHA
Ministry of Interior
Ministry of Education
Ministry of Finance
Princess Noura University
King Saud University
Saudi Bin Laden Group
Zahran Contractor
Movenpick
Boeing
SBM
BTC

King AbdulAziz University
Taiba University
Taif University
Tabuk University
KAUST
Islamic University
Arabian Open University
Erfan & Bagedo General Hospital
SIEMENS
Jeddah Cable Company
Fakieh Group
Saudi Arabian Airlines
GENERAL AUTHORITY OF CIVIL AVIATION
Jazera Bank
National Commercial Bank
Petro Rabigh
Saudi Oger
Al Mabani
Zohair Fayez
DOKA
Kampexky
Saudi Airo Space
Jeraisy
ACS
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PROJECT
REFERENCES
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PROJECT REFERENCES

King Abdul-Aziz Endowment
Project (MAKKAH-ksa)

PROJECT NAME
• Unified Network Infrastructure and
Data Center Preparation

Projects Description
• Residential and Commercial Complex
• 18 different services using the same
network (native and non-native
IP services)
• One of the largest converged IP networks
in a closed complex worldwide
• Largest converged IP network in the
Middle East
• Proprietary management and billing
integration platform

SIZE & SCALE
•
•
•
•

7 Towers Podium Area 			
• Height: Over 550 meters
Residential Capacity: 75,000 Tenants 		
• Built-up Area: 1.8 million square meters
Commercial Capacity: 800 Shopping Outlets • Over 65,000 IP service outlets
1,000 rooms protected with Fire Fighting System

systems & solutions
• IP Payphones System
• IP Video Conferencing System
• IP TV & Video on Demand (VOD) System
• IP Advertisement System
• IP Public Address System
• IP Hotel Lock System
• IP Access Control System
• IP Point of Sale (POS) & IP
Automated Teller Machines (ATM)
• High Speed Internet
• Data Services

• IP CCTV System
• Building Management System
(BMS)
• Fire Fighting System
• Utility Metering System: Power
• Utility Metering System: Water
• Utility Metering System: Chilled Water (HVAC)
• Home Automation System
• Proprietary Integrated Management
& Billing System
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king abdullah financial
district (riyadh-ksa)

PROJECT NAME
• Fire Alarm Systems
• Disabled Refuge Systems
• Voice Evacuation Systems

Projects Description
• Provide Fire Alarm Systems & Voice
evacuations for more than 25 Towers
• 25 Fire suppression sentence
• Provide Disabled Refuge solutions for 4
towers

SIZE & SCALE
• 30,000 Smoke Detectors for 25 towers
		
• 1200 disabled refuge, fire telephone and disabled toilet alarms

systems & solutions
• Fire Alarm Systems			
• Fire Telephony Alarm System		
• Smoke Management Systems

• Disabled Refuge Systems
• Voice Evacuation Systems
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Princess noura university-PNU
(Riyadh-ksa)

PROJECT NAME
• Unified Network Infrastructure

Projects Description
• State of the art Infrastructure
cabling network
• Infrastructure to carry 18 different services
(native and non-native IP services)

SIZE & SCALE
• Will accommodate more than 40,000
female student
• 14 colleges
• Metro network with 17 stations and depot
• Over 75,000 service outlets

• Housing facilities for:
1. 10,000 students
2. 1,000 junior staff
3. 400 senior Staff Metro network
with 17 stations and depot

systems & solutions
• Fire Alarm System 		

• IP CCTV System 		
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• IP Access Control System
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king saud bin abdulaziz university

PROJECT NAME

for health science-ksau-hs(Riyadh KSA)

• Unified Network Infrastructure and Data
Center Preparation

Projects Description
• Converged IP Network with wireless
coverage
• 18 different services over the same
network (native & non-native IP services)
• Design for Systems Integration
methodologies and scenarios
• First specialized medical university in the
region
• Each site includes a specialized medical
facility

SIZE & SCALE
• Multiple project sites including: 		

• Over 150,000 service outlets

1. Riyadh Site with a Built-Up Area of 700,000 sqm
2. Jeddah Site with a Built-Up Area of 200,000 sqm
3.Ahsaa’ Site with a Built-Up Area of 140,000 sqm
4. Madinah Site with a Built-Up Area of 82,000 sqm

systems & solutions
•
•
•
•
•
•

Datacenter 				
Internet & Data 			
Wireless Systems & Applications
Security Communication System
Access Control System 		
Fire Alarm System 			

•
•
•
•
•
•

IP Telephony System 		
IPTV System
Master Clock System
CCTV System 			
Facility Intrusion Detection System
Employee & Asset Tracking System
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SAUDIA AEROSPACE ENGINEERING
INDUSTRY (JEDDAH-KSA)

PROJECT NAME
• AMOS Data Centres’ Infrastructure
Delivery & Services Agreement

Projects Description
• SAEI is headquartered in Jeddah and has
responsibility for the maintenance of
Saudia’s entire fleet. With more than
5,000 employees as at year-end 2010, it
currently operates as a strategic business
unit of Saudia. Saudia has entered into a
long term agreement with SAEI pursuant
to which SAEI is granted exclusive rights to
provide maintenance and related
services to Saudia.
• HASOUB in partnership with Oracle is
responsible for all technical infrastructure
on the program which is to build a Primary
and Disaster recovery Data Centre which
will be used used by SAEI to host all their
Aircrafts Maintenance and Overall
Application System (AMOS) to be
implemented by Swiss-Aviation Software
Company Ltd. (SWISS-AS). All Data
Migration work is to be performed by
HEXAWARE – India.

SIZE & SCALE
• Network is Designed for 5000 plus online
concurrent users
• To be Deployed with Latest Network and
Security System (from Cisco and Sonic
Firewall System)
• Latest Server and Backup System from
(Oracle/Sun Micro System)
• High Performance Storage System
(Oracle EXADATA Machines)
• Highly Scalable and Redundant System
• Primary and Disaster Recovery Data Center

systems & solutions
• Network Solution		
• Database Server		
• DB Software

• Network Security Solution
• Storage Machines		
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• Applications Servers		
• Back-Up System
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Sharm El Sheikh New Airport
Terminal – (sharm el sheikh-Egypt)

PROJECT NAME
• Unified Network Infrastructure

Projects Description
• Converged IP Network
• Wired & Wireless IP Telephony
implementation for entire terminal

SIZE & SCALE
• Terminal Built-up Area: 43,000 square meters
• Terminal Capacity: 4 million passengers / year
• Over 1,300 service outlets

systems & solutions
• Wired & Wireless IP Telephony implementation for entire terminal
• Specialized airport operations systems including:
1. Flight Information Display System (FIDS)
2. Common Use Terminal Equipment (CUTE)
3. Baggage Reconciliation System (BRS)
4. Airport Operations Database (AODB)
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PROJECT REFERENCES

GENERAL AUTHORITY OF CIVIL
AVIATION (Multiple Sites-KSA)

PROJECT NAME
• Creation and Preparation of Data center
and Infrastructure of 14 Domestic Airports

Projects Description
• Prepare Network Infrastructure Solution of
14 domestic airports to enable them with
connectivity with main Datacenter in
Jeddah, in addition to renovation to main
Datacenter infrastructure.

SIZE & SCALE
• 1,400 Network Nodes			
• 15 Data Centers			

• 28km Fiber Cable
• 15 Airports

systems & solutions
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Datacenter Facility Preparation		
Civil work				
Power generator system		
IP Network Infrastructure		
Fire Alarm and Firefighting systems
CCTV system				
Cooling and Environments monitoring

• Servers and storage solution
• UPS system				
• Command Center Preparation		
• Network Optimization solution		
• Access Control system			
• Structured Cabling and Infrastructure solution
and controlling solution
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Hardware Solutions Builders (HASOUB)

Boeing (Jeddah-ksa)

PROJECT NAME
• Enterprise and Data Center Preparation
Solutions

Projects Description
• Prepare and communicate 10 miniDatacenter with central main Datacenter

SIZE & SCALE
• Prepare 10 mini-Datacenter
			
• Prepare 200 m area for main Datacenter

• 3,000 m Cable Tray

systems & solutions
•
•
•
•
•
•

Fire Alarm System		
• Wireless System 		
Personal computer 		
• CCTV System
		
Raised floor and False Ceiling • UPS System
Passive Cabling Infrastructure • Servers and Storage System
IP Telephony System		
• Data Security Solution
Data and Internet Communication Solution
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PROJECT REFERENCES

National Commercial Bank ncb
(multiple sites-ksa)

PROJECT NAME
• Branches renovation for Enterprise,
Structured cabling, and Datacenter

Projects Description
• Replace old servers with new ones. In
addition, to provides new PCs, printers,
scanners, access control readers
(PinPad), screens. Furthermore, to
renovation for

systems & solutions
• Enterprise Solutions:
1. Servers				
2. Scanners				
3. Access Control reader (PinPad)
4. PCs

5. LCD and Plasma screens			
6. Wireless scan for all branches		
7. Printers

• Mimi Datacenters Renovation:
1. Rearrange, organize, & Labeling cabling (Data, Power, & Coaxial)
2. Rearrange and organize cabinets and equipments.
3. Structured cabling setup
4. Electricity setup
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Hardware Solutions Builders (HASOUB)

King Abdullah University for

PROJECT NAME

Science & technology (thowal-KSA)

• Fire Alarm System Integration and
Graphics Generation
• BMS Modifications at Research Park and
Town Centers Buildings
• Laboratory Control System

Projects Description
• To make all network and commission all
FACPs
• To make BMS in Research and Town
Center Buildings regarding HVAC and
electrical equipments.
• Provides Laboratory Control System
Solution for Research Park Building
• To build graphics as NFPA-101 standards

SIZE & SCALE
FAS
• 3200 FAS Panels (Panel for each building)
• 32,000 Smoke Detectors				

• 45,000 Mapping Points

BMS
• 600 Direct Digital Controllers for FCVs and VAVs		
• 12,000 Points 					
• 50 Direct Digital Controllers for plumbing, 		
PACVs, Sewage and electrical LAB Control System

• 10,000 mapping points
• 500 Fast action air valves
• Positive and Negative
pressure modification

systems & solutions
• Fire Alarm System

• BMS
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• LAB Control System

PROJECT REFERENCES

Arab Open University -AOU
(Kuwait, Jordon, Egypt)-ksa

PROJECT NAME
• ICT S.M.A.R.T implementation for AOU
Branches

Projects Description
• Integrated IP services for Jordan Branch
with solution based on High availability
and redundancy

SIZE & SCALE
• 12 Distribution rooms			

• More than 5,000 IP Network nodes

• High availability and redundant active Network Solution

systems & solutions
•
•
•
•
•

Structured Cabling Solution		
Data and Internet System 		
Wireless System			
ACS System				
Public Address Solution

•
•
•
•

IP Telephony System
Fax Solution
CCTV System
Audio and Visual Systems
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Hardware Solutions Builders (HASOUB)

Atturaif
(Riyadh-ksa)

PROJECT NAME
• Atturaif Development Project

Projects Description
• Atturaif Development Project (ADP) is one
of Arriyad Development Authority (ADA)
main projects. The ADP is mainly the
development and re-innovation of
Addiriyah historical city. The vision of ADA
is to make a historical museum of
Addiriyah historical city and transfer it to
a smart museum.

SIZE & SCALE
• Network design based on 4 network layers
• 182 CCTV IP cameras				

• 242 wireless access points
• 58 IP access control readers

• Numerous distribution switches with 10G based connectivity with core network layer.

systems & solutions
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

IP network infrastructure		
• Structured cabling infrastructure
IP telephony 				
• IPTV
Wireless solution			
• DMS
Unified communication solution
• CCTV
UPS					
• IP master clock
Access control systems and intrusion detection solution
DC facility preparation
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PROJECT REFERENCES

Headquarter Business Park
(Jeddah - ksa)

PROJECT NAME
• Headquarter Business Park

Projects Description
• An Astounding Architectural Beauty will
Rise in Jeddah. The Headquarters
Business Park, a new landmark set to rise
on the shores of the stunning Red Sea.
With its unique iconic design and state
of the art facilities, it will be the address
for the professional yet sophisticated
business people. The architecture
consists of three main parts; the west
tower, east tower, and podium.

SIZE & SCALE
• 304 IP Cameras			
• 185 Intrusion Detection end-points

• 515 Access Control Readers
• 1,646 parking pays

systems & solutions
• CCTV Solution			
• Parking Guidance Solution		
• Structured Cabling solution		

• Digital Media Signage (DMS)
• Command Center Preparation
• Access Control and Intrusion Detection Solution
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Hardware Solutions Builders (HASOUB)

Fakieh Poultry Farm
(Multiple Sites-ksa)

PROJECT NAME
• Unified Network Infrastructure and Data
Center Preparation Solution

Projects Description
• Tier-2 Datacenter with high availability
and redundancy in term of
communication network and
datacenter equipments
• Datacenter prepared according to
TIA-942 standard
• Central monitoring and alarm solutions
• Centralized Communication Architecture

SIZE & SCALE
• 22 Branches 		
• 5 rooms protected with FM-200 system
• 53m 2 preparation area for main datacenter.

systems & solutions
•
•
•
•
•

Passive Cabling Infrastructure • UPS System Solution		
• IP Telephony System
Air Conditioner System		
• Power Generator System
• CCTV System
Wireless Systems		
• Raised floor and False Ceiling • Access Control System
Communication Security System
Fire Fighting and Alarm System (FM-200)		

• Internet, Data and voice communication Solution			
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